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Texas Coalition for Animal Protection (T.C.A.P.) low
cost vaccination clinic schedules for July 11, 2020 has
been cancelled in an effort to slow the spread
of COVID-19.

Watauga Animal Services will still offer $10
microchipping and $5 city registrations.

Fireworks: Awesome for humans, terrifying for animals
Tips for keeping your dogs, cats and other pets safe and happy during
summer celebrations:

Many people enjoy the booming sounds and flashing lights of fireworks, but they can
be terrifying and overwhelming for pets—and possibly hazardous.On the Fourth of July,
many pets become so frightened by the noise and commotion of fireworks that they
run from otherwise familiar environments and people, and sadly become lost. Help your
pets keep their cool: Follow our four simple steps for keeping them safe during loud—
and hot—warm weather festivities.

1. Keep your pet safely away from fireworks
Pets are more sensitive to loud noises, flashing lights and strong smells. On the Fourth
of July, and other days people are likely to set off fireworks, it's best to leave your pets
safely indoors, preferably with a radio or TV turned on to soften jarring noises. Even
pets who are usually kept outdoors should be brought inside.

2. If your pet is scared by fireworks, ask a veterinarian for help
There are medications and techniques that might help alleviate your pet's fear and
anxiety.

3. Protect your pet from heat stroke during summer festivities
Another reason to keep your pets away from the often noisy celebrations of summer is
heat. High temperatures put your pet at risk of heat stroke, which can become deadly
very quickly. Keep an eye on your pets and act immediately if you see any signs of
heatstroke.

4. Safeguard your pet with a collar and ID tag
All pets, even those kept indoors full-time, should always wear collars with ID tags.
Indoor-only pets can become so frightened during fireworks displays that they may
take desperate measures to escape the noise, including breaking through windows or
door screens. You should also ensure that your pet is microchipped and that the chip is
properly registered with your current contact information.

Vehicle Safety
Pets and Children

Heart to Heart

All Heartworm positive dogs in our care have been sponsored. This means they do not require an adoption fee
at the time of adoption.

SAMSON
Samson needs you! This big boy was found in the
rain, abandoned, and tied to a bench. He knows
several commands, loves treats, and is so smart.
Samson loves to be around people and would do
best in a home with older kids. He would need to
meet any new dogs and would prefer only
females. He does not like cats. Sadly, Samson is
Heartworm positive.
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MAX
This gentle, sweet soul is Max! Max was a little
misunderstood by his previous family and needs lots
of patience and understanding in his new home. He
is approximately three and a half years old, fullgrown, super loving, and unfortunately heartworm
positive.

As you can see he knows his basic commands such
as sit and shake and even knows to give kisses when
asked. Max would do well in a home with older
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children who know how to respect personal
boundaries. Max, just like a lot of dogs of this
breed, does nip some.

SAVAGE
This handsome boy was sadly unclaimed by his
owner. He is around 2 years of age but still has
some puppy habits. Savage is very smart and will
be a loyal companion with some training. He is
treat driven and has learned to sit on command.
Savage loves people and will need to be the only
pet. Unfortunately, Savage is heartworm positive.
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